Wedding Contract
The agreement is between ART TRENDS LLC and ___________________________ , and is
therefore referred to as the clients, and Art Trends LLC, referred to as the photographer(s). The
Wedding is held (day of the week) ______________ on (date)________________, location__________________________ ,beginning time ________ and will end at ________. There is a
(20%) down deposit at the start of the agreement or upon arrangement. The wedding must be
paid in full before the date of the event. Only a portion of your payments are non- refundable two
weeks leading up to the event. If paid in full there will be an opportunity to get a refund. If on a
payment plan photos will not be distributed until full balance is met. WARNING!!!! without
payment 6 months after the wedding photos will be deleted. Also if an engagement shoot is
included in your package and you cancel services after the shoot then you are responsible for the
payment of the photoshoot and will be refunded the remaining.
Agreement amount: $
Down Deposit: $
What’s Included (Package Details):

This agreement contains the entire understanding between the client and the photographer. A
signed contract and payment of the deposit are necessary to confirm the stated services from the
photographer.

• • • • The Clients and the Photographer consent to happily cooperating and
communicating with each other to achieve the best possible result within the
understanding of this contract. We recommend that the Photographer be provided with a
helper who will point out key individuals to be photographed. The clients also agree to
give the photographer suf cient warning of key events at the wedding to give the
Photographer time to prepare e.g. Bouquet throwing, cutting the cake, speeches etc.
In addition, we understand that family and close friends will apart of this proud moment and
want to take pictures with their phones and cameras. We ask that the clients allow the
photographer priority over the guest in order to take the appropriate photos granted in the
wedding services described above. We cannot be liable for the lack of photos if guest continue to
interrupt the photographer(s) work.
In conclusion, if the lead and/or second photographer falls ill or becomes injured and is unable to
provide the services listed above, a replacement photographer(s) will be provided. Thank you for
choosing Art Trends where we try to making your event a memorable one! If any person at your
scripted venues do not want a picture taken of them we will respect their space. In such cases the
photographer will use his/her discretion but cannot be held responsible for a lack of photos of
these people.
___________________________________________________________ __________________
Client 1 Signature
Date
___________________________________________________________ __________________
Client 2 Signature
Date
___________________________________________________________ __________________
Art Trends Lead Photographer Signature
Date

fi

___________________________________________________________ __________________
Art Trends Replacement Photographer Signature
Date

